Overview of Programs for Students

 Programs for students are designed to engage and excite with presentations infused with music,
movement, and high level questions to create an unforgettable educational experience.

Meet the International Award Winning Author
L. Kobie Wilkerson III the author of the wonderful book “Fred and Mary”, and award winning “Queen
Infinity”, and President of Love II Learn Books goes into the details on what it takes to write and
publish a book. It covers the entire process of writing a book from idea to conception. He discusses
where the story came from, how he connected with his illustrator, how he was able to get the book
published, printed and how he was able to get it into the stores.
Music & Storytelling
This presentation is an interactive experience designed to inform, engage, entertain and educate
students. L. Kobie Wilkerson comes in as “L. Kobie DaWiz” and gets students excited about reading.
This program can be designed to fit one or a combination of your Pre-K, K-2, and 3-5. Each
presentation focuses on using listening skills, comprehension, and focuses on basic reading and literary
skills. Each presentation is grade level appropriate and is designed for participants to be entertained
and educated at the same time. “L. Kobie DaWiz” uses original stories as well as some old favorites.
Reading & Writing Workshops
Reading and Writing Workshops are instructional strategies as well as organizational frameworks for
language arts instruction. These strategies are in the Balanced Literacy model of delivering instruction
of the language arts curriculum. The goal is to promote independent learning so reading and writing
become lifelong habits. As children become better readers, they also become better writers. The
Reading and Writing Workshop format provides a literacy context for building connections between the
reading and writing processes while also providing opportunities for improving comprehension,
phonemic awareness, and fluency as well as components of 6+1 trait writing.
Model Teaching /Team Teaching
Understanding the difficulties when it comes to relating to students, and being able to disseminate
information in a way that is tactful and tangible we go into the classroom and model effective practices
and strategies that will assist teachers in increasing time on task and simply make their job a little
easier and more enjoyable. This training is so powerful because it’s done using the teacher’s
content standards for that particular week in their classroom with their kids. Along with
the model teaching is the classroom management which goes hand in hand and includes setting up the
classroom in a style that is going to be most conducive for teaching and making sure there are clear cut
expectations for learning. Teachers get a clear picture of what “learning” looks like, as well as measures
to support it.

Motivational Mathematics
Mathematics is a system grounded in patterns. If you can learn the patterns then it no longer
intimidates you. This musically interactive session can be catered to levels K-5th grade. Number
recognition, addition, subtraction, place value (to the trillions), multiplication and division are all dealt
with. This in class or group presentation for children (also done as PD) starts with the foundation of
thinking and gives them strategies that help build intellectual capacity. Children gain skills that help
them to logically predict and become solution-based thinkers.

